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A strong focus was put on Rocof withstand capability of PGMs rather
than Rocof management (i.e avoid high Rocofs)

• Recital 25 of existing RfG network code
Synchronous power-generating modules have an inherent capability to resist or slow down frequency

deviations, a characteristic which many RES technologies do not have. Therefore countermeasures should be

adopted, to avoid a larger rate of change of frequency during high RES production. Synthetic inertia could

facilitate further expansion of RES, which do not naturally contribute to inertia.

• Eurelectric considers that other means (e.g synchronous condenser) shall be used to mitigate the
occurrence of high Rocofs, as well as the natural inertia of synchronous power plants. Their
connection rules should be described in the future version of RfG network code.



Rocof withstand requirements studies
• Ireland

• The now well-known DNV-KEMA study for Eirgrid shows that most synchronous production means
with high inertie are physically unable to bear high Rocofs.



Rocof withstand requirements in different places

• Saudi Arabia
• The Saudi network code considers a 1 Hz/s during 500 ms as a relevant value to ask synchronous

generators to withstand.
• https://www.se.com.sa/en-us/Pages/SaudiArabianGridCodeGuide.aspx

https://www.se.com.sa/en-us/Pages/SaudiArabianGridCodeGuide.aspx


Rocof withstand requirements in different places

• France
• The same criterion for synchronous machines is also used in France (« Documentation Technique de

Référence »).
• Stronger requirements apply for PPMs.

• Synchronous machines PPMs



Additional simulations confirm this point (courtesy EDF)



Additional simulations confirm this point (courtesy EDF)



Synchronous power plants remain key actors to provide the grid with
inertia, but cannot physically bear all Rocof values mentionned.

• Simulations carried with different electro-magnetic transient tools lead to the same conclusion.

• Important parameters for Rocof withstand are:
• Reactive power operating point: high leading condition is unfavorable to Rocof withstand
• Grid-short circuit power: low Pcc is unfavorable to Rocof withstand
• Inertia constant of the power plant

• A criterion of 1 Hz/s on a 500 ms sliding window appears to be relevant.

• High inertia synchronous generators are essential actors to prevent the appearance of high Rocofs in
the grid, but their physical capacity does not allow them to resist any imposed Rocof.


